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CHAPTER ONE



SOME PUZZLES AND PROBLEMS The focus of this chapter is upon raising questions that the subsequent chapters must investigate. I formulate these questions in a dialogue with the dominant ideas, partly because these ideas themselves constitute a problem. That is, I argue that the way contemporary authors look at religion in other cultures is itself a problem, in addition to problems that pertain to the nature of religion as such. In this sense, arguments developed in this chapter have a heuristic function – they do not settle the case one way or another. The most important reason for writing this chapter has to do with the impact that the pioneering work of Cantwell Smith (1962) has had on the study of religion. Many people have begun to argue that the concept ‘religion’ requires jettisoning because, instead of helping us in understanding the phenomenon of religion, it merely hinders. There is merit to this suggestion: if a concept has pernicious effects on building a theory, let us get rid of it sooner rather than later. However, there is still the object of study. By refraining from using the word ‘cancer,’ or even rejecting the concept, we will not make the disease in question any less malignant or, if you prefer, any more benign. Of course, I am not implying that Cantwell Smith’s suggestion amounts to a mere linguistic reform. Nevertheless, I do want to argue that the questions we confront while studying religion are not spurious but genuine, and that the absence of self-evident or obvious answers warrants further enquiries. Our problems persist irrespective of whether we use ‘faith,’ ‘cumulative tradition,’ ‘religion,’ or whatever else to designate the phenomenon we are investigating. That is why in the following discussion, until further notice, the word ‘religion’ (or the associated concept) carries no speciﬁc or technical meaning. It merely refers to what our daily language assures us it does. We use the word, albeit unreﬂectively, to designate a multitude of phenomena – from Christianity through Islam to Buddhism. Of course, it is possible that the term has no reference; I will take up this issue in chapter 8. For now, I will follow the practice common to writers in domains such as religious studies, anthropology and others. The task here is to reﬂect upon just what this practice either presupposes or implies.
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1.1. ON SOME STRANGE SENTIMENTS Even a quick perusal of modern writings on the subject of religious traditions in ‘other’ cultures is sufﬁcient to mystify any reader. On the one hand, these writings come close to suggesting that one could not possibly say what is constituted as religion in these cultures. That is, they imply that what investigators identify as religion in other cultures may not be religion at all. On the other hand, not only do these authors study other cultures, but they also claim that they are studying religion in these cultures. In terms of an analogy, it is as though these scientists are inviting us to study cooking processes in a culture in order to understand the phenomenon of jet propulsion. To appreciate that this analogy is not as exaggerated as it looks at ﬁrst sight, let us listen to them directly. Sam Gill, a specialist in Native American studies, confronts the following problem when he wants to study the religion of these cultures. …(I)n terms of my training as a student of religion, I had no text, no canon upon which to base an interpretation of…highly complex events. There is no written history, no dogma; no written philosophy, no holy book (Gill 1987: 6).



The consequence of this situation, as Gill tells us a couple of pages later (ibid: 8), is nothing short of disastrous. Our very way of looking at religion is such that these cultures have nothing that we are trained to see as religion.



Faced with such a state of affairs, at least two possibilities open up: either the Native Americans do not have religion, which is why one cannot see religion there; or they do have religion, but one that we cannot see because of ‘our’ training. Convinced as he is that the Native Americans do have a religion, Gill tries to develop a theory of religion that makes the invisible visible. His conclusion with respect to the existing theories of religion, correspondingly, is that “Our usual approaches to the study of religion…(are) largely unusable and inadequate”. As readers, we are merely left with puzzles: how did Gill ‘see’ what is invisible? From whence his conviction that the Native Americans have religion too? How do we know that, in fact, he is studying religion and not something else? Sir Moses Finley would quite sympathise with Gill’s difﬁculty. He too confronts a similar problem regarding the Ancient Greek religion, which appears “fundamentally alien to our eyes”. How fundamentally
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alien it is, says Sir Finley (1985: xiv-xvi), can easily be shown by a simple listing: (1) Greek religion had no sacred books…no revelation, no creed. It also lacked any central ecclesiastical organization or the support of central political organization… (2) Although large numbers of men and women were involved in the administration of religion, in the case of temples and altars or sacred sites, in the conduct of festivals and sacriﬁces, and so forth, and though we call them ‘priests’ in the modern languages, a priesthood as that vocation is understood in many post-ancient religions simply did not exist. The great majority of the so-called priests were simply public ofﬁcials whose duties in whole or in part, usually the latter, included some responsibility for some portions of the religious activity of the community. More often than not, they were selected by lot and they held ofﬁce for only a year or even six months…There was no special training, no sense of vocation. Greek ‘priests’, in sum, were customarily not holy men; they were also not particularly expert or qualiﬁed in matters pertaining to their duties in ofﬁce… (3) It follows as a matter of simple logic that places of worship were also radically different from anything known in later ages – despite the fact that the temple was the most extensive and imposing building of the Greek city…the temple was hardly ever ‘a place for congregational worship.’



In other words, Greek religion does not look as though it were a religion; nonetheless, it requires to be made sense of, says Sir Finley. Need one add, as a religion? John Gould (1985: 7-8) attempts to do precisely that and he does so by suggesting, of all things, that it is easier to understand Greek religion if we look at the Dinka religion – the religion of a tribal people in southern Sudan – but not at the ‘better-known’ religions. Why? Greek religion is not ‘revealed’ as Christianity is; there is no text claiming the status of the ‘word of God,’ not even of His prophets; no Ten Commandments, no creed, no doctrinal councils, no heresies, no wars of religion in which the ‘true believers’ confront the ‘inﬁdel’ or heretic. Central terms of our religious experience such as ‘grace,’ ‘sin’ and `faith’ cannot be rendered into the ancient Greek of the classical period: the central Greek term, theous nomizein, means not ‘believe in the gods,’ but ‘acknowledge’ them, that is, pray to them, sacriﬁce to them, build them temples, make them object of cult and ritual.There is never an assumption of divine omnipotence, nor of a divine creation of the universe, except in philosophical ‘theology,’ nor any consistent belief in divine omnipresence. There is no church, no organized body persisting through time comprising those with
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dogmatic authority, able to deﬁne divinity and rule on what is correct and incorrect in religious belief…Greek religion is not theologically ﬁxed and stable, and it has no tradition of exclusion or ﬁnality: it is an open, not a closed system. There are no true gods and false, merely powers known and acknowledged since time immemorial, and new powers, newly experienced as active among men and newly acknowledged in worship (italics in the original).



Even if one does not take exception to this description of the Greek religion, our problem is not solved. The Dinka religion, according to Rinehardt who studied it and upon whose material Gould bases his analogy, does not look like religion either. For a more succinct summary of our problems regarding the Ancient Greek religion (for longer discussions, see Guthrie 1955; Burkert 1977), one need go no further than Adkins (1969: 377). Discussing the nature of Greek religion in the multi-volume Historia Religionum, he writes Greek religion was a phenomenon far different from the religions called to mind (by the categories that reﬂect the questions which the modern reader naturally asks)…The data of Greek religion do not ﬁt into any given category (italics mine).



Even though the data of the Greek ‘religion’ do not ﬁt into any given category, we are to assume that this phenomenon ﬁts into the category of religion. However, this category of ‘religion’ contains, as Adkins tells us, such subcategories as the existence of a creed, the existence of God and such like. Even when some practice (or a set of practices) does not ﬁt any of the subcategories of religion (and thus, one would have thought, the category ‘religion’ itself), Adkins tells us that this should not “prevent the exposition of the nature of Greek Religion”. He goes on to do precisely that in the rest of the article. Again, we are left with puzzles regarding the identity of the subject matter. What phenomenon is being described here? Is it one phenomenon (the ‘Greek religion’) or sets of phenomena unrelated to each other? If the former, what is the difﬁculty in saying what Greek religion is? If the latter, how can we understand religion better by studying what does not look like religion? Perhaps, the Greeks had no religion at all… In the second volume of the same work, an Indian (Dandekar 1969: 237), this time talking about Hinduism, says that Hinduism can hardly be called a religion in the popularly understood sense of the term. Unlike most religions, Hinduism does not regard the concept of god as being central to it…Hinduism does not venerate any
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particular person as its sole prophet or as its founder. It does not…recognize any particular book as its absolutely authoritative scripture.



These observations do not prevent Dandekar from claiming that “Hinduism has persisted through centuries as a distinct religious entity” and from talking at great lengths about ‘Hinduism’ without showing how or why it is a distinct religious entity. Similar thoughts occur in a handbook written by experts in the area, aimed also at a more general public: Hinduism displays few of the characteristics that are generally expected of a religion. It has no founder, nor is it prophetic. It is not credal, nor is any particular doctrine, dogma or practice held to be essential to it. It is not a system of theology, nor a single moral code, and the concept of god is not central to it. There is no speciﬁc scripture or work regarded as being uniquely authoritative and, ﬁnally, it is not sustained by an ecclesiastical organization. Thus it is difﬁcult to categorize Hinduism as ‘religion’ using normally accepted criteria. It is then possible to ﬁnd groups of Hindus whose respective faiths have almost nothing in common with one another, and it is also impossible to identify any universal belief or practice that is common to all Hindus. Confronted with such diversity, what is it that makes Hinduism a single religious tradition and not a loose confederation of many different traditions? (Weightman 1984: 191-192.)



A good question, one would say. What is Weightman’s own answer? The common Indian origin, the historical continuity, the sense of a shared heritage and a family relationship between the various parts, all these are certainly important factors. But these all equally apply to Buddhism, Jainism and Sikhism, each of which arose within the Hindu tradition but separated from it to become an independent religion. Crucial, however, is the fact that Hindus affirm it is one single religion. Every time a Hindu accepts someone as a fellow Hindu, in spite of what may be called radical differences of faith and practice, he is making this afﬁrmation (ibid; emphases mine).



If Hinduism is one religion because the ‘Hindus’1 call it so, one would like to know whether the terms ‘Hindu’ and ‘Hinduism’ do make sense in India. Are we allowed to conclude that Hinduism is not a religion if Who, then, are the ‘Hindus’? Presumably, those who belong to ‘Hinduism.’ What is ‘Hinduism’? Perhaps that which is called so by the ‘Hindus’? 1
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the Hindus do not call it one? This could be dismissed as a rhetorical query, if not for the fact that the question ‘Are you a Hindu?’ does not make much sense to an Indian. To illustrate this, consider the following interview conducted by the Belgian Thierry Verhelst with a ‘Hinduborn’ intellectual in a village in the southern state Tamil Nadu, where he records (1985: 9) the following question and answer: Q: Are you still a Hindu? A: No, I grew critical of it because of Casteism…Actually, you should not ask to people if they are Hindu. This does not mean much. If you ask them what their religion is, they will say, “I belong to this caste” (italics mine).



This answer is interesting for two reasons. First, the interviewer is told that he should not ask ‘Hindus’ what their ‘religion’ is, because it is almost a meaningless question. That is to say, what the respondent says about his ‘fellow Hindus’ is consistent with the way he himself understands the question. (His stance, I would like to add, is the normal and not the exceptional.) Second, this ‘Hindu’ says that he has ceased being one because he is critical of ‘casteism’. That is, he effectively identiﬁes ‘Hinduism’ (a ‘religion’) with the caste system, which is a social organisation. In other words, this ‘Hindu-born’ intellectual is replacing ‘Hinduism’ by ‘casteism.’ I have yet to come across writings that say, “Casteism, Judaism, Christianity and Islam are major world religions”. It is indicative of how strange the situation is. Weightman makes his answer depend upon what a majority of people say at some speciﬁc moment, as though an opinion poll could help solve the problem. Yet, he does not provide us with empirical data about precisely how many ‘Hindus’ call ‘Hinduism’ a religion. Collins, a Buddhologist, is not so sanguine about the fact that Buddhism is an ‘independent religion’ unlike Hinduism. Speaking of the mistake of using emic categories of Christian thought as though they were etic categories of description and analysis in the academic study of religions, Collins adds (1988: 103) in parentheses, “perhaps the most pervasive example of this is the concept of ‘religion’ itself”. Of course, it is not clear what the implications of this stance really are. In 1959, a phenomenologist of religion was complaining that his European Christian heritage made it difﬁcult for him to understand non-Christian religions. He identiﬁed three presuppositions, which “we are frequently, in most cases even totally, unconscious of …”: 1. Our Western Christian thinking is qualiﬁed in its deepest philosophical and methodological ideas by a personalistic idea of God. This concept makes it particularly difﬁcult to understand the fundamental disposition of Buddhism, which knows of no personalistic idea of God. The tradition-
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al Western reaction, in Christian theology as well as in Western philosophy, is to characterize Buddhist theology as ‘atheistic.’ It is difﬁcult for a Westerner to comprehend the speciﬁcally Buddhist form of the approach to the transcendent…the basic difference between the two is not one of abstract theological concepts. It goes deeper than that… 2. Hindu and Shinto polytheism confronted me with still another problem. I simply felt incapable of understanding why a believer preferred just one god or goddess among the vast pantheons…Christian theology itself has screened the Christian doctrine of trinity, sometimes interpreted in a polytheistic sense, in such a way that an understanding of genuine polytheism was no longer possible. 3. The third point is that Hinduism, like Buddhism and Shintoism, lacks one other distinction that is so fundamental for our Christian thinking: the basic essential difference between creation and Creator. For our Western Christian thought this absolute discontinuity between Creator and creation is normative, but it does not exist in Buddhism and Shintoism. Another basic assumption…is the common preference we attribute to theology, the doctrinal part of our religion, when it comes to the interpretation of the forms of religious expression. But this preference is a speciﬁc sign of Christianity…(Benz 1959: 120-124; my italics.)



If the difference between Buddhism and Christianity is ‘deeper’ than the level of abstract concepts, what are the consequences? Could we presume that if an understanding of ‘genuine’ polytheism is no longer possible, the same applies to polytheism itself? (Unless one is to speak of ‘fake’ and ‘genuine’ versions of polytheism, of course.) If this is the case, then how could Hinduism be called p olytheistic at all? How could one say that Shintoism knows of any kind of theism? In any case, these and allied difﬁculties make Benz (ibid: 126) draw the following lesson: The Western Christian…must beware of transferring to the Eastern religions his own ideas concerning the organization of religion. We always assume more or less consciously the ecclesiastical model of Christianity when analysing other religions. This approach suits neither Hinduism nor Buddhism nor Shintoism. The Japanese Buddhists do not form a Buddhist ‘Church.’2



Compare Emile Durkheim’s (Schneider 1964: 35) deﬁnition of religion which was intended to allow Buddhism to remain a religion: A religion is a uniﬁed system of beliefs and practices relative to sacred things, that is to say, things set apart and forbidden – beliefs and practices which unite into one single moral community called a Church, all those who adhere to them. 2
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In Le Corps Taoiste, Schipper tries to evoke a picture of Taoism as it is practised in China. One of the difﬁculties that westerners face in understanding this phenomenon, says Schipper (1982: 12-13), is the religious language and practice of the West. To begin with, the concept ‘religion’ as we deﬁne it is itself a stumbling block…In our times…it has already reached the stage where the good Chinese have learnt that they are Buddhists, or Confucianists, or syncretic, or even…quite simply superstitious… For a long time, Chinese language did not have a word to express our concept of religion. To translate this concept from foreign texts, there exists a word in modern Chinese, zongjiao, which literally means: ‘the teaching of the sects.’



This is an unhappy formulation for several reasons. It is not clear whether we are talking here of a translation problem, or something quite different altogether. We need not attach a great weight to Schipper’s observation if it is simply a question of translating across two different languages. If it is another kind of problem, namely, the inability of the Chinese language to refer to a phenomenon familiar to European culture, what precisely does it indicate? If, as Schipper says, the problem is with our deﬁnition of religion, the obvious counter-question requires to be noted as well: would another ‘deﬁnition’ make the problem go away? Having raised all these problems, Schipper ends lamely – with a warning note to the reader. When we apply this term to China’s own religion, which wants to be truly a bond between all creatures without doctrines, without creeds, and without dogmas, misunderstandings are inevitable (my italics).



Surely, the problem is not one of using a newly coined Chinese word to refer to something that antedates it by a couple of thousand years. The problem is one of talking about China’s “own religion”, the homegrown variety, in terms of Taoist Canon, Taoist holy texts, Taoist Liturgy, as Schipper does. And this in order to explicate a ‘religion’ that lacks doctrinal teachings, dogmas and credos! So we could go on and on, multiplying citations indeﬁnitely by looking into the descriptions, claims and counter-claims made about other peoples and cultures in Africa, the Americas, and Asia by those who ‘studied’ them. However, the list above is enough to support the observation I made at the beginning of this chapter – writings of modern authors about religious traditions of several cultures are sufﬁcient to mystify any reader.
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1.2. ABOUT MYSTERY AND MYSTIFICATIONS At a phenomenological level, these multiple citations illustrate the common-sense wisdom I spoke of in the introduction. First, these authors assure us that Hinduism, Taoism, etc., a re different religions. However, if that is all they want to say, it is trivial: if one religion speaks about the Christ and the other about the Buddha, they are different from each other. Second, unable to ﬁnd a unifying property that makes Hinduism and Shintoism into religions, they seem to say that these are different kinds of religion, even though they are not able to specify what the difference in kind consists in. Third, an obvious inference: because Hinduism, Taoism, Christianity, etc., are conceived of as religions, the stance is that there is something ‘common’ to them (even if it is solely at the level of our language-use). All these are familiar and obvious remarks. However, they cloak and conceal many problems. I would like to invite you to join me in building a chain of arguments to bring the problems to the fore. In the process, it will also become clear why these multiple citations contain enough elements to mystify any reader. Before identifying the factors responsible for the mystiﬁcation, however, it would perhaps be best to use an analogy to illustrate the strange situation we are in. Consider a locomotive and a photocopier. They both have their respective purposes. Even though they differ from each other in several respects, we consider both as machines. Hence, it is perfectly sensible to say, “although the locomotive and the photocopier look very different from each other, they are machines nonetheless.” The reason why this statement is sensible is not far to seek. We feel that, in principle, we can continue the above statement with, “because they have the property(ies) of…” Of course, this ‘in principle’ possibility does not require that we are also in fact able to specify the set of relevant properties. Imagine someone from another culture who has never seen any machine other than a locomotive. On a visit to the West, he sees several kinds of instruments including a photocopier. Quizzing his acquaintances about how photocopiers could also be machines, he gets the answer: “Even though the photocopier has no furnace, no wheels for locomotion and does not emit exhaust fumes, it is a machine nonetheless.” It could be the case that this visitor does not have a word in his language for machines and has merely an identifying description for locomotives. Therefore, he may be unwilling to accept that the word which translates ‘locomotives’ could also be used to identify a photocopier. This complication does not prevent a clarifying discussion about machines and their variety.
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With respect to our theme, this is the analogue: “Even though in some tradition there is no New Testament, no belief in Jesus as The Saviour, no acceptance that God sent His only Son to save humanity, such a tradition is a religion nonetheless.” There is nothing implausible about this, of course. If we look at our authors and their claims again, we see that they are saying and doing something more. They are not telling us what makes something into a locomotive or a photocopier, but what makes something into a machine. That is, not what makes some tradition into Christianity or Islam, but what makes something into a religion at all. In other words, they are working at the level of distinguishing machines from other phenomena. Bearing this in mind, let us return to our analogy. Imagine someone from the West returning the courtesy by visiting the other culture and holding an oration to a captivated audience. “Though lacking in an internal combustion engine and an external source of energy, though deﬁnitely not a human construct…” Here, our visitor pauses for a second, casts an anxious glance around and dramatically waves his hand: “…it is a machine nonetheless…” The audience looks around and sees many things that ﬁt this description: trees, ﬂowers, mountains, rivers, the sky, the animal refuse…Though eager to learn, they are puzzled by the speech of their learned visitor. Which is the ‘it’ referred to by the speaker? All of what they see? Only some? Or none of what they see, because the ‘it’ is invisible? The audience, of course, is thrilled to its soul. They may have a homegrown machine, but it would help them a great deal to know which of those things is a machine. Indians may have ‘Hinduism,’ but this appellation does not make sense to them; the Chinese may have ‘Taoism,’ but they have only just managed to learn that word; the Greeks may have had a religion, but who is going to interrogate them now? As far as the Native Americans are concerned, well, only Sam Gill appears to see the invisible… Issues in a Discussion I should like to draw attention to four striking aspects of this mystifying situation. The ﬁrst has to do with the very intelligibility of these and similar enterprises: if the Native Americans, the Hindus, and the Ancient Greeks do/did not have what one could ‘properly call’ religion, why insist that they do/did have religion? Why not simply declare that these cultures do/did not have religion at all? If Buddhism and Taoism are not ‘really’ religions, why not simply say so? The second aspect has to do with the ease with which these authors assume the identity of their subject matter. Despite the fundamental differences between these traditions, we are to suppose that they are all
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members of the same class. How do we know that they are indeed members of the same class? It could well be that they are not: the concepts, the practices and the organisations of these traditions are all so different from one another that one has a greater warrant to assume the contrary. That is to say, in order to believe that Buddhism, Hinduism and Shintoism are also religions, we need some compelling argumentation, because at ﬁrst sight they do not look like religions. However, as the citations make it clear, the authors not only assure us of the truth of this prima facie appearance but also assume that they are studying another, different sort of religion. If we shift our attention from the enterprise and the object of study to the authors themselves, we are confronted with the third aspect to our mystiﬁcation. Clearly, each of these authors is working with some notion of ‘the religious.’ They point out the absence of creeds, prophets, scriptures, notion of God, etc., in some traditions in order to say that “properly speaking” they are not religions. Could we, because of this, assume that, when they talk of these other traditions, each of them is using a deﬁnition that lays down the necessary and sufﬁcient conditions for calling something a ‘religion’? We cannot make that assumption because, if they were using such a deﬁnition, they need express no hesitation in their formulations. They would simply say, “according to this deﬁnition, the Native Americans, the Hindus and the Greeks have (or had) no religions,” or whatever else is appropriate. Instead, all their statements have the following characteristic form: “Some traditions have neither X, nor Y, nor Z, but they are religions nonetheless.” This gives birth to the fourth aspect that must mystify us. Not only do these authors appear to have a notion of what it means for something to be a religion, but they also appear to possess some criteria for identifying and distinguishing religion from other phenomena. Why, otherwise, call Hinduism a religion and not ‘psychotherapy,’ ‘philosophy,’ ‘magic,’ or ‘proto-science’? Yet, what makes Christianity into a religion is apparently not what makes Hinduism into a religion. Consider just what is being asked of us. The Hindus, the Native Americans, and the Greeks have (had) a set of traditions that lack the following: creeds, beliefs in God, scriptures and churches. Despite these, these traditions are not only ‘religions,’ but also distinguishable from one another as religious traditions. The religion of the Hindus is different from that of the Native Americans and both from that of the Greeks. This means that these three share only some properties in common – even if, one grants this with goodwill, one cannot say what these properties are. (Of course, a follower of Wittgenstein need not subscribe to this thought. It will become clear very soon that one’s philosophical proclivities make very little difference to the case.) So far so good. Now we need to extend this argument: if these three traditions
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retain their identity as distinct religions even when they lack some properties, the same must hold elsewhere too. Let us build the argument in two distinct steps, which ought not to be conﬂated with each other. Consider a tradition in the Middle East with the following properties: it does not believe in Allah or in Mohammed as His Prophet; it does not have the Koran or the Mosques. Could such a tradition be still a religion? Of course, it could – Judaism and Christianity lack these properties. Yet not only are they religions but they are also distinguishable from each other as religions. In other words, even where the traditions of the Hindus, the Native Americans and the Greeks do (did) not speak of Allah or of Mohammed as His prophet, they remain distinguished and distinguishable from each other as religions, because these properties are not necessary to being a religion. This shows that the properties that make some tradition into Islam are different from those that make Islam into a religion. Now comes the second step. Our question is not what makes some tradition into an Islamic, Christian, or Judaic religion, but what makes Judaism, Christianity, and Islam into religions. What makes Hinduism into a religion must also make Islam into a religion. What makes a locomotive into a machine must also make a photocopier into a machine. We have found that creeds, etc., are irrelevant for some traditions to be religions. So, suppose we bracket away creeds, belief in God and prophets, existence of scriptures and churches from Judaism, Christianity and Islam. What would be left over? For one thing, we could not even tell the difference between these traditions, let alone distinguish them from Hinduism or Greek religion or whatever else. We would get an amorphous whole that could not be even called a religion. Obviously, these properties are absolutely necessary for these three religions if they have to remain not just as distinct traditions but as religions as well. Consequently, we are left with a glaring inconsistency: (a) existence of creeds, etc., are not necessary conditions for some traditions to qualify themselves as religions; and (b) existence of creeds, etc., are necessary conditions for some other traditions if they have to be religions at all. It will not do to say, to return to the locomotive and photocopier argument, that a locomotive without an engine, wheels, etc., is neither a locomotive nor a machine and that my argument is fallacious for this reason. Of course, Christianity without the Christ ﬁgure, etc.; Islam without the prophet Mohammed, etc.; would cease being Christianity and Islam, respectively. Why should this affect their status as religions? After all, Hinduism has neither and yet it is supposed to be a religion. Similarly, there is no reason why a locomotive should not be able to cease being a locomotive, and yet remain a machine. Does the absence of wheels affect the status of the locomotive as a locomotive or its status as a machine? In this sense, does the absence of the Christ ﬁgure af-
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fect the status of Christianity as Christianity or its status as a religion? Suppose we are willing to accept that having an engine is a property that a locomotive shares with all other machines and that without an engine, nothing could be a machine. Then, indeed, a locomotive without an engine is neither a locomotive nor a machine. Which property of Christianity is analogous to this? Is having the Christ ﬁgure a speciﬁc property of Christianity alone or one it shares with other religions? Surely, no one suggests the latter today. Our problem, I repeat, is not what makes something into Islam or Christianity (a locomotive or photocopier) but rather what makes something into a religion (a machine) – in other words, what is involved in identifying ‘religion’ and distinguishing it from other phenomena. Let me summarise the dilemma. Some properties are necessary for some traditions (Judaism, Christianity, Islam) to be religions. If one accepts this, the threat is that other cultures appear not to have religions at all. For some reason or another (I discuss the reasons in chapters 3 through 7), other cultures are said to have religions too. However, the conditions under which other cultures are to have religion are precisely those that make it impossible for the Semitic religions to be religions. That is to say, if the Semitic religions are what religions are, other cultures do not have religions. If other cultures have religions, then the Semitic religions are not religions. The inconsistency lies in insisting that both statements are true. This appears to me as good an example of inconsistent reasoning as any other that one could think of. Yet, the authors are as gifted and brilliant as they come. Thus, we are confronted with an intelligibility problem: is there an inconsistency in their reasoning or is there a fallacy in the argumentative chain that we have built up? If the former, why have they not seen the inconsistency in their reasoning? I will be preoccupied with the last problem during the course of this entire essay, because I do think that there is an inconsistency in their reasoning. For now, let us brieﬂy entertain the alternatives open to us to render them consistent. Some Avenues and Answers (1) The ﬁrst possible way of rendering the above inconsistency harmless is to suggest that these authors are not taking any one religion as an example. Instead, one could argue, they are working with some kind of deﬁnition. However, we have already seen how they cannot be working with a ‘deﬁnition’ of religion that lays down necessary and sufﬁcient conditions. Could they, then, be working with a deﬁnition that lays down only necessary conditions? Let me just mention here that this could not be the case. The characteristic hesitation in the formulations
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would then not be present. Instead, one would get an unambiguous formulation with the proviso that some condition or the other should be seen only as a necessary condition. Alternatively, could they be just reporting the consensus of scholars, that is, working with an ‘ostensive consensual deﬁnition’? They could be, but it does not solve the problem. An inconsistent argument cannot be made consistent by invoking some ﬁctitious consensus of scholars. Besides, an appeal to established practice – be it of laymen or of scholars – is hardly a justiﬁcatory argument in our context. In sum, none of the three deﬁnitional manoeuvres appears to work, leaving us with the unpleasant task of having to explain the mystery of how these scholars could designate anything as religion at all. It appears to me that the wisest course would be to drop this avenue of defence entirely. Yet, I will return to these issues (chapter 8) and examine them in a different light. (2) The second avenue of making an inconsistency harmless is to afﬁrm the truth of only one of the conjuncts: either the existence of creeds, belief in God etc., are not necessary conditions for some traditions to qualify themselves as religions; or they are necessary conditions. Suppose one says that the existence of creeds etc., is irrelevant for some phenomenon to be a religion. If one does this, the account is both wrong and inadequate. It is wrong because the divisions within Judaism, Christianity and Islam have historically and factually turned around prophets, churches, beliefs and creeds; it is inadequate because it cannot make sense of the experience of any of these traditions. If, on the other hand, one claims that creeds, belief in God etc., are essential, it means that one has to embrace the following conditional statement: if the Semitic religions are what religions are, then `Hinduism’, etc. are not religions. In chapters 8 through 12, I will explore the latter avenue more thoroughly. Here, we need to keep the global problem sharply before our eyes. Either the properties like belief in the existence of god(s), the necessity of creeds, etc., are not important. For instance, being colourless, odourless and tasteless are not important for some compound substance to be water. Consequently, two liquids with different mineral traces could be samples of water even if they taste, smell and look different from each other. Or, God(s), prophets, creeds and churches play a role analogous to the molecular structure of water. A liquid which does not have the chemical composition of H2O is not water, whatever else it may be (for example, an acid). As I noted earlier, belief in God, existence of holy books, etc., are so important to Judaism, Christianity and Islam that in their absence it is impossible to recognise the latter as religions. Consequently, if we have to consider Judaism, Christianity and Islam as religions at all, we are compelled to accept the idea that God, holy book, etc., are the central,
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determining properties without which no phenomenon could be religion. For the same reason, Hinduism and Buddhism are not religions and the ancient Greeks and the Native Americans did/do not know of religion either. Could we not be mistaken, then? Is it not possible that we have erred in attributing such a great importance to scripture(s), beliefs about God, etc.? Could we not, in other words, see Hinduism and Christianity as sharing another vital property that we have not yet discovered? Some scholars of religion see in ‘holiness,’ or in the ‘sacred-profane’ distinction precisely such a common property. The problem is that this does not help us: ‘holiness,’ ‘sacred-profane,’ do not distinguish one religion from another. As categories not common to different traditions, they cannot even distinguish ‘religion’ from other phenomena. (I return to this point in chapters 6 and 7.) Nor is the problem solved by suggesting that the dispute is about the use of a word. Call Judaism, Christianity and Islam as ‘Pif Paf’ and Hinduism as ‘Paf Paf,’ for all that matters. The question remains: is ‘Pif Paf’ the same phenomenon as ‘Paf Paf’? Without some speciﬁable properties ‘Paf Paf’ continues to be ‘Paf Paf,’ whereas ‘Pif Paf’ becomes an amorphous whole. Therefore, ‘Paf Paf’ cannot be ‘Pif Paf.’ (3) There is a third avenue open to us, which could help eliminate the inconsistency. One could appeal to our linguistic practices, inspired by the pronouncements of Wittgenstein. A term like ‘religion,’ one might wish to say, is akin to a term like ‘game.’ We do not know what is common to games like chess, football, solitaire and the Olympics (except that there is ‘family resemblance’), but our linguistic community teaches us the use of such and similar words. The inconsistency arises because we have assumed that all religions share some properties. If we give up this assumption, but instead ‘look’ at all these diverse religions, we see that they do not have common properties but share, instead, a family resemblance. Therefore, the alleged inconsistency vanishes. Would this answer help us? Perhaps it could, if it were an answer. However, it is not; it merely unravels a nest of problems. Linguistic practices of our communities, which teach us the use of words, have a cultural history. This history is the history of a community that has learnt to speak this way and not that way. For the West, this cultural history happens to be the history of Christianity. Therefore, our question becomes this: why are the people inﬂuenced by this cultural history convinced that other cultures have religion too? To say that this is a “language game” and, consequently, to say this ‘why?’ question is inappropriate, is to miss a crucial point: religio comes from Latin, used by the Romans ﬁrst, but appropriated later by Christianity. This point raises two historical questions: what was the nature of the Roman religio? How was this ‘language game’ ap-
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propriated (and modiﬁed) by Christians and others? (Chapter 2 addresses these questions.) Because we can talk both intelligibly and, hopefully, intelligently about these two historical questions, references to linguistic practices and language games merely raise further problems. How much of this cultural history has inﬂuenced people into believing that the Hindus, the ancient Greeks and the Native Americans also have religion? (A beginning is made in chapters 3 and 4 to investigate this question.) Further, why are the people inﬂuenced by this cultural history convinced that Buddhism, Taoism, Jainism, etc., are religions as well, even when they differ so radically from the Semitic religions? Wherefrom this unshakeable certainty? (Chapter 7 explores this problem.) What is the upshot of this Wittgensteinian answer to the problem at hand, namely, the inconsistent reasoning of these several scholars? A charitable response would be the following: this attempt to render the inconsistency harmless has the virtue of shifting our attention from the nature of the investigated phenomenon to the culture of the investigators. By doing so, it has enabled us to realise that historical and conceptual problems lie under these inconsistencies. Only when we have satisfactorily articulated and resolved these problems will it be possible for us to appreciate the reasons for this inconsistency – or even whether there is one. Thus, we have our ﬁrst cluster of questions. Do all cultures have religions? What is involved in attributing religion only to some cultures? Why have people over the centuries found it important to discuss this issue and to dispute with each other about it? Is the question about the existence of religion susceptible to empirical enquiry? What is the importance of these questions to comparative anthropology? I will argue that, paradoxical as it may seem, these and other related questions have not found any adequate treatment. Giving satisfactory answers to them would require of us not a mere rethinking of the questions, but a quasitotal reconceptualisation of the theme itself. Making this idea plausible is the burden that this essay assumes. Multiple Themes There is also another kind of question, which is more historical in nature. The earliest missionaries and explorers, some of whom recorded their ﬁrst impressions in an honest way, appear to have seen things differently: the cultures in Africa, Asia and the Americas did not strike them as possessing ‘religion’ in any of the senses they were familiar with.
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For example, this is what two Dutch civil servants,3 on a tour through the island Enggano off the West coast of Sumatra during the middle of nineteenth century, had to say: The Enganese do not have the vaguest notion of religion; all our attempts to make them understand that somebody lived above…were in vain.



If we move further eastwards, we encounter China. The contradictory descriptions of its thought and culture, including the claim that the Chinese knew of no religion, created a debate that lasted nearly a century. Since we are going to encounter it in chapter 3, let us leave China aside for now and take note of a few of the descriptions provided of the Black Africans. Antonio Velho Tinoco declared of the blacks of the coast of Upper Guinea, in a report included in a letter of 1585 sent by the Jesuit priests of Coimbra to the Jesuit General in Rome, that All the people of the land along the seacoast are black. They are a harmless people… although…tend to be attached to magical practices (inclinada a feitiços)…They have no organized religion, and do not worship the Sun or the Moon or any other idols (nem outros idolos alguns). (Cited by Pietz 1987: 37.)



With respect to the Hottentots, Dapper and van Riebeeck were to go further and declare that the former had no religion – organised or otherwise. Much to the surprise of those who came into contact with the Hottentots, there was no question of a religion among them. Never had “anyone, however diligently (he) researched, been able to detect any sign of religion among them; they worshipped neither God nor the Devil. Not withstanding the fact that they know there is one, whom they call ’s Humma, who makes the rain fall on earth, moves the wind, provides warmth and cold, they do not pray to him. Because, they say, why worship this ’s Humma, who gives a double drought once and double the required rains at another time where they would rather have seen it in moderation and appropriately…” (Dapper)…Abraham van Riebeeck found no ideas about God or the Devil among them. Rain, storm and such like were ancient that came habitually…(In Molsbergen, Ed., 1916: 19, n. 1.)



3 Straaten van der, J. and Severijn, P. “Verslag van een in 1854 bewerkstelligd Onderzoek op het Eiland Enganno.” Tijdschrift voor Indische Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde, III, 338-369. Cited in Koentjaraningrat 1975: 19, n. 45.
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Some among such travellers were even uplifted by this, because it meant that converting the ‘natives’ into Christianity would be so much more of an easy job. Columbus wrote in the journal of his 1492 voyage about the religion of the people he called “los indios”: “They should be good servants and very intelligent, for I have observed that they soon repeat everything that is said to them, and I believe that they would easily be made Christians, for they appear to me to have no religion.” And in a letter he wrote shortly after his journal entry, he referred again to the religion of these people. His single sentence on the subject is preceded by his observations on ﬁsh and followed by a detailed description of the trees. He wrote, “They have no religion and I think that they would be very quickly Christianized, for they have a very ready understanding.” (Gill 1987: 174; my emphases.)



Such descriptions raise an intriguing question. Why did the early explorers and missionaries not see ‘religion’ if it was a ubiquitous phenomenon in all cultures? In this essay, I would like to probe an answer to this question too. I will do this by taking the Indian culture as a point of reference and by examining the arguments for maintaining that India knows of religion and the implications for a comparative study of cultures when the opposite stance is defended.
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